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Making the Most of
Wood 2019
This year's annual conference, held on
11 April at The Forest of Arden Hotel,
highlighted the important role
that industrial wood protection plays
in realising the full potential of wood  –
as a sustainable, economical and
low environmental impact
construction material.

All the speakers' presentations are available to download in the member's area of the

WPA website – Login here

Building confidence in preservative treated

wood

Dave Hopkins, Managing Director, Timber Trade

Federation (TTF)

Our opening speaker told conference that

building confidence in treated wood in the UK

was now a top priority for the TTF. Following the

2017/18 supply chain research carried out jointly

by WPA and TTF the TTF has developed an

action plan with three clear aims:

1. to address the common failure in the UK to specify treated wood correctly;

2. to address the lack of knowledge about how to use and install treated wood correctly;

3. to establish independent verification of the treatment process.



Dave emphasised that TTF did not underestimate the challenge before it but was committed to working

with the WPA to achieve success. He said:

"The TTF is not daunted by what has to be done for treated wood to realise fully its potential as timber

that buyers can trust.”...As a measure of what can be achieved Dave referenced the success of the TTF’s

campaign on plywood quality and added: “The treated wood campaign will follow a similar process and

involve consultation with TTF members and close collaboration with WPA.”

Consultation with TTF Members has already shown strong support for the action plan with 76% in favour

of its implementation. The plan is up for final approval at the TTF annual meeting of members in June

Driving Quality through the supply chain

Gordon Ewbank, Chief Executive of the Wood

Protection Association

Gordon's presentation expanded upon Dave

Hopkins’ opening session by looking in more

detail at how quality can be underpinned

throughout the treated wood supply chain.

In particular he emphasised the need to keep the

language used in buyer and user guides, simple

and concise.

Gordon also looked at the role of quality assurance schemes like WPA Benchmark, in providing third-party

verification of the efficacy of wood preservatives and the treatment process. The presentation concluded

with a look at the WPA’s fire protection strategic priorities to ensure new requirements for compliance with

building regulations are met fully.

Healthy buildings and wood

Ed Suttie, Director (Research) Building Research

Establishment

The health and wellbeing of people in the built

environment are factors that now top the design

agenda of many architects. With 90% of our time

spent indoors, the properties of construction

materials are increasingly under scrutiny for any

negative effects they may have on people. Wood

provides a link with nature – it's also tactile with

visual and colour variety.

Ed's presentation reiterated that research by BRE has found that preservative treated wood used in

construction has negligible (undetectable) impact on indoor air quality which is really good news for our

industry.



CLT is good – durable CLT is better

Elisabeth Piveteau-Boley, UK & Ireland Sales

Manager and Vincent Martin, Head of

Construction Products, Piveteaubois

In recent years, Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)

has taken the construction industry by storm.

Increasingly however, concerns have been

expressed about the material’s durability in

service (resistance to biological organisms) and

its potential to absorb moisture if exposed to the

elements (during construction or in service due to

poor installation or design detailing).

French timber company PiveteauBois, has invested heavily to develop a manufacturing process that

responds to these concerns. The result is HEXAPLI – CLT softwood panels that provide BS8417 use

class 2 durability performance, combined with a water repellent treatment to significantly reduce water

absorption on all surfaces. 

A big thank you to all our sponsors
Staging the annual WPA conference would not be possible without sponsorship funding. This year's

event was the best attended conference ever staged by WPA and we would like to extend a big

thank you to the companies whose generous sponsorship made it such a success: Fencing &

Landscaping News, Lonza Wood Protection, WJ Group, BASF Wolman and Wood Campus.

For more information on any of the above, please contact Gordon Ewbank
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